
How to Run a Remote Meeting 
Using the LCBA’s “Google Meet”

Subscription 
First things first: 

(1) You do not need a Google account; 

(2) Your committee members also do not need a Google account;

(3) Contact Dale@lakebar.org to schedule your LCBA committee’s meeting. The slides that follow are a basic “how to.”

Finally: Why are we not using Zoom? Answer: The LCBA already has “Google Meet” subscription as part of its existing G-Suite 
subscription. We are using your membership dollars wisely by using what we already have, instead of subscribing to something new. 
(Also, almost all videoconferencing platforms offer nearly identical functionality.)

http://lakebar.org


Wait, you say your committee 

members hate computers?

Then they can use a phone!

As long as members get the email that announces the 
meeting, they can participate using only a phone. 
The email will contain a number they can call, just like old-
school conference calls.



What follows are screenshots from an April 9, 
2020, Trusts & Estate’s Committee Meeting, 
hosted by committee chairs Kathryn Shores and 
Kathleen Georgevich.

The next slide shows the initial screen that opened 
the call, while the participants waited for things to 
get started.



These 
are good 
tips for 

ALL
video-conf
meetings
(and almost

all services offer
the same

functionality).



Not interested in being on video? Click off your       camera. 
And mute yourself—that’s the “microphone” button. 
You should always be on mute when you’re just listening.



The send a message box is down here.

Click the 
“Chat” button 
to open the 
chat pane. 
Type a 
comment 
down 
below to ask 
a question or 
make a 
comment. 



In this segment 
of the meeting, 
Judge Rochford 
was speaking to 
the committee, 
and Kathleen 
presented the 
slides that 
accompanied 
the judge’s 
comments.



After Judge Elizabeth 
Rochford spoke, the next 
speaker was Elizabeth 
Garlovsky, who ran a 
PowerPoint slideshow 
through her part of the 
meeting. 

The next slide shows the 
button she used to take 
control of the meeting 
presentation.

*Contrary to popular belief, not all 
presenters must be named Elizabeth.



A participant can present from 
their computer by using this 

button.

Here, Elizabeth presented using 
PowerPoint slides running on 

her computer.

A “zoombomber.”
(Just kidding.)



Many thanks to the innocent participants of this meeting 
who did not know we were screenshotting them (but who 
gave their permission for us to distribute this information). 

And big-time kudos to Trust & Estate Committee Chairs 
Kathryn Shores and Kathleen Georgevich, 

who ran a great, and very informative committee meeting 
via video conferencing.

#WeAreLCBA


